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Train buffs and colorists will love adding their own hues to this fine fleet of luxury railway cars--
from the elegant cars of Europe's Orient-Express, which catered to passenger comfort with
deluxe dining and sleeping cars, to America's Super Chief that ran on a transcontinental route
between Chicago and Los Angeles.Thirty drawings depict the interiors and exteriors of such
famous trains as the multicolored cars of the Hiawatha, a passenger line traveling between
Chicago and Seattle; the observation lounge on the Burlington Zephyr; and a sleeping
compartment on New York Central's famed 20th Century Limited.

About the AuthorAn award-winning artist, writer, and graphic designer, Bruce LaFontaine
specializes in books about history, science, transportation, and architecture. Bruce has written
and illustrated 70 Dover titles, and his work has appeared in Scientific American, The Wall Street
Journal, and other prominent publications.
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Wendy Jefferies, “good coloring. Another coloring book needed at time of high stress. good
book”

Bernadette Ro, “train coloring book. My 6 year old son loves it but this could easily be enjoyed by
all ages. He enjoys the realism. Each train has a map of the train line along with an exterior and
interior coloring page. There’s a small paragraph detailing the history of the the train too. Side
note: my son has autism and prefers real train images verse cartoon-like imagery. There are not
many coloring books out like this one for the price. We’ve purchased at least 10 of this coloring
book.”

writerbeotch, “Cool coloring bock for train enthusiasts!. I purchased this for my nephew who is a
train freak. He loved it! It is detailed enough to satisfy an older colorer as well, but I do not think it
is a good choice for very young children. I'd say pre-teen to adult. I always gift with colored
pencils as they seem to be easier to use than traditional crayons. And of course, you can find
many choices on Amaoz to send with your book.”

F. Mccann, “Beautiful. Christmas present for my grandson arrived in pristine condition and nicely
packaged he will love this! For many years to come”

Judy Bartels, “It's was a great birthday  gift.. This child that received this gift has autism and
loves Trains.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Better than imagined!. My grandson is obsessed with trains. He knows
EVERYTHING about steam, diesel, electric. Where the routes were and the names etc. HE
LOVED THIS! beautifully illustrated for coloring. Extremely interesting historical facts. Very well
done. Suitable for any age (adult as well). Any train enthusiasts would enjoy this. Can’t rave
enough. A MUST BUY!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Train pics are nice.. It is a cute little train book. The train pics are nice.
My 3 yr old grandson loves it”

Anne D. Terry, “Just right for a nine year old boy. One of three Dover coloring books given this
Christmas to a nine year old boy. He loves the book according to his parents. I make art boxes
for little kids as gifts. Dover has a coloring book and a subject for any one almost any age that
can old a colored pencil or crayon. These books given with a set of colored pencils and a pencil
sharpener especially for colored pencils was the best praise and feedback I have received on a
children's gift. I included safety scissors, rulers, transparent tape, child safe glue, a inexpensive
drawing pad, and other items so the kids could not only color but cut out and make other items



from the coloring books.”

Mrs L Griffiths, “good value. nice item”

ANGELA TLL, “Great item. Great, lovely pages to colour just what I wanted great price also”

sue, “Arrived before the given delivery date. My Husband is more than happy with this item”

James, “Ideal buy for Americn train buffs. I brought this I am a train buff and my other half enjoys
colouring books so I now have the ideal record of the major north American trains colour
schemes.”

N L Haley, “A lovely colouring book. A beautifully illustrated colouring book .”

The book by Jack David has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 509 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Board book: 32 pages
Reading age: 5 - 11 years, from customers
Grade level: Preschool - 8
Item Weight: 4.5 ounces
Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.25 x 11 inches
Library Binding: 24 pages
Lexile measure: 540L
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